
Developed by Safe-linK specifically to address the issues raised by the larger 

retail outlets concerning multiple send point air systems currently available, the 

SK-30 brings a new set of market standards in control system sophistication to 

the multi-point cash air tube system. It may look no different than any other 

system commercially available, but the transformation becomes quickly apparent 

once the SK-30 smart functions are explained.

The mainline tube and merge transportation method is often criticised for 

double-podding causing a rogue canister in the mainline and blocking the 

branch connection. Not with SK-30, if the merge gate is open and a staff 

member inserts a second pod the optical sensor will reset the transport timing so 

both pods arrive safely.

In the unlikely event a blockage does occur the SK-30 shunt function will initiate 

short bursts of air in the opposite direction to separate the canisters causing the 

jam, the unique gate system at the air supply line allows manual air reversal.

The dedicated SK-30 control panel has automatic and manual purge functions to 

dump lost canisters in the cash office and automatic security notification if a cash 

filled canister does not arrive. Adding the optional control computer and 

dedicated windows software offers a host of user-friendly control, service and 

diagnostic modes and can be accessed remotely via internet connections on a 

local or head office PC, even through a smart phone using a secure login. 

For our PPM service clients, you don’t need to call us if there is a fault on the 

system, we already know via email notification and will have either fixed it online, 

or have an engineer on the way.

With up to 15 stations per line and the option of a cabinet station in the cash 

office, or direct delivery straight to a safe of your choice from our extensive 

range, we believe we have exclusively, the smartest cash air tube system for 

larger retail outlets. 

Safe-linK SK-30, smart and secure peace of mind.
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